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4 Department of Psychology, UniversityAU1 of Chile,
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6 Definition

7 An Effect Size (ES) is a statistic or a parameter
8 that reflects the quantitative magnitude of a phe-
9 nomenon or the intensity of an association among
10 two variables in a meaningful way. Furthemore, it
11 is focused on describing the size of the difference
12 or the association rather than confounding this
13 with sample size (Coe 2002). It is precisely for
14 this reason that today there is a clear push for ES
15 to be reported and used for discussing the impor-
16 tance of the results obtained in research studies
17 (Kelley and Preacher 2012). For example, quan-
18 tifies how fast a rat solves a maze when an exper-
19 imental training is used vs. a control group.

20 Introduction

21 Traditionally, statistical analyses in scientific
22 research have taken the form of significance
23 tests. Fisher developed the Null Hypothesis Sig-
24 nificance Testing (NHST), guided by the idea of
25 falsifying the scientist’s hypothesis, in line with
26 Popper’s falsificationism. Although at first he set
27 the alfa at .05 (i.e., the probability to make a false

28positive, point out that there is an effect when
29there is not), later he argued against the idea of
30using threshold probabilities and pointed out that
31probabilities can be used as a continuous measure
32of strength of evidence against the null hypothesis AU3

33(Fisher 1973); nevertheless, he was mistaken as it
34does not say anything about the value or the
35magnitude of that evidence.
36Additionally, null hypotheses are almost
37always false (Kirk 2015), i.e., although trivial, a
38variable always has an effect over others. There-
39fore, trivial differences can be labeled as statisti-
40cally significant with a big sample size and
41conversely, a limited sample size can output a
42nonsignificant result, although the difference
43exists. These lead researchers to control for type
44I error (reflected in alfa), neglecting type II error
45(i.e., a false negative, not finding an effect that
46exists; Kirk 2015).
47Finally, Null Hypothesis Significance Testing
48approach goes in another direction than scientific
49inference (Kirk 2015). The first one is concerned
50with the probability of obtaining a set of data
51(or more extreme) if the null hypothesis is true,
52while the latter has to do with the probability that
53the null hypothesis is correct based on available
54data. These two probabilities rarely coincide (Falk
551998).
56Criticisms about the Null Hypothesis Signifi-
57cance Testing have led quantitative psychologists
58to search manners to complement it. One of them
59is the effect size. Despite the successive calls from
60the American Psychological Association (APA;
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61 e.g., APA 2020) encouraging its use, the reporting
62 of ES keeps being limited (Barry et al. 2016).
63 In the literature, there are several definitions of
64 effect size (we presented a general one above). For
65 instance, for Kelley and Preacher (2012) is a
66 quantitative reflection of the magnitude of a phe-
67 nomenon used for addressing a question while for
68 the APA and the AERA (American Educational
69 Research Association) is a population-based
70 parameter that can be estimated from samples
71 with uncertainty and reflectsAU4 the index of the effect
72 or the relation between variables (Peng and Chen
73 2013). According to Kirk (2015), it can be a
74 statistic or a parameter that allows to quantify
75 the size of a phenomenon of interest in an inter-
76 pretable way. As can be noticed, APA and AERA
77 definition emphasizes the function while others
78 the statistic to be used. Nevertheless, all of them
79 point to the same idea.
80 Commonly, it has been pointed out that ES are
81 free-scale measures. That is not totally true
82 because some are standardized while others
83 don’t. Using a standardized ES allows you to
84 compare data from different scales of the same
85 conceptual variable. The use of an effect in the
86 original metric is easier to interpret.
87 As has been noted above, hypothesis testing is
88 very sensitive to the sample size. In contrast, ES
89 does not depend on the sample size; however, it
90 can be better estimated with bigger sample sizes.
91 ESs are very useful in behavioral science.
92 Besides its uses as a report of the quantitative
93 magnitude of a phenomenon, it also allows calcu-
94 lating the required sample size to achieve an
95 acceptable power (i.e., the capacity of the study’s
96 to find the phenomenon, inversely related to type
97 II error), integrate the literature from different
98 experiments and reports about the same question
99 by meta-analytic techniques, and determine the
100 practical significance of research results.

101 Effect Size Estimates

102 There are a lot of effect size measures and most of
103 them can be grouped in two categories: differ-
104 ences between groups (the d family) and measures
105 of association (the r family).

106Difference Between Groups
107The procedures that belong to this family estimate
108difference of parameters like differences in means
109or proportions. The group’s comparison can be
110done on continuous and dichotomous variables.

111Continuous Data
112The first effect size measure explicitly labeled as
113such is part of this family and was introduced by
114Cohen (1969) is the parameter δ, given by:

d ¼ mE � mC
s

115where mE stands for the population mean of exper-
116imental group and mc is the population mean of the
117control group. s represents the common popula-
118tion standard deviation. Given that the numerator
119can be influenced by the scale of measure of the
120means, is divided by s to rescale it in units of the
121amount of error variability in the data (Kirk 2015).
122For that reason, it is recognized as a standardized
123measure.
124To estimate δ, Cohen’s d, Glass’s g, and
125Hedges’s g had been developed. They have in
126common that are standardized ES estimators and
127assume normality of the distribution of data and
128homoscedasticity (i.e., similar variance between
129the groups; Peng and Chen 2013; Kirk 2015).
130Of these, Cohen’s d is perhaps the most com-
131monly reported. It ranges from negative infinity to
132infinite, where the sign – positive or negative –
133indicates the direction of difference between
134groups. It is calculated as AU5follows:

d ¼ X1 � X2

spooled

135where X stands for sample mean of each group
136and spooled is calculated as:

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n1 � 1ð Þs21 þ n2 � 1ð Þs22
n1 þ n2

s

137With n¼ sample size and s2 is the variance
138statistic.
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139 Cohen (1988) proposed that Cohen’s d of 0.2 is
140 a small effect size, while 0.5 and 0.8 are medium
141 and large, respectively. However, an effect size
142 must be interpreted as small or large linked to the
143 research area, the methods employed and the
144 outcome.
145 Despite its widespread use, Cohen’s d has
146 some problems. In the first place, it is a biased
147 estimator of δ. Also, the estimation of s depends
148 on the groups size. In the third place, it must be
149 said that if the population variances are not equal,
150 it is problematic estimate δ from Cohen’s d
151 because the parameter itself is undefined. Finally,
152 this estimator is sensitive to outliers.
153 Another estimator of δ is Hedges g. It only
154 introduces a little change in the way of estimating
155 spooled respect to the formula just presented: to the
156 sum of group sample sizes is subtracted the value
157 of twoAU6 (i.e., n1+ n2�2; Hedges 1981)
158 Finally, we present Glass’s g, which was devel-
159 oped for meta-analysis in the context of an exper-
160 imental study with one control group and an
161 experimental one. Glass reasoned that compari-
162 sons of different experimental groups with control
163 could lead to differing estimates of spooled. Due to
164 this, instead of dividing by spooled as in Cohen’s d,
165 the mean difference is divided by control’s group
166 sample standard deviation (Glass 1976).
167 Depending on the research design, it could be
168 estimating different parameters, so researchers
169 must be cautious. It is traditionally recommended
170 when the homoscedasticity assumption is
171 violated.

172 Dichotomous Variables
173 When the groups are compared on two-level vari-
174 ables (e.g., solve vs. fail to solve a recognition
175 task), comparisons can be based on the probability
176 that the members of a group will be classified in
177 one of the categories.
178 The two measures that we present here, risk
179 ratio and odds ratio, compare how possible is the
180 occurrence of an event in one group relative to the
181 other group. The first one understands likelihood
182 in terms of probabilities while the second does it
183 in terms of odds. These indexes will be explained
184 using a fictional example.

185Imagine that a group of researchers conduct an
186experiment to learn if the maternal consumption
187of THC affects the recognition ability of its
188descendants (measured in an object recognition
189task, widely used in the study of rodentia memory
190and the study of memory and learning other
191species AU7). They obtain the following results,
192expressed as row data (probabilities) (Table 1):
193The risk ratio is calculated dividing the proba-
194bility of the outcome in one group (p) over the
195probability of that outcome in the other group. In
196this example, the outcome is the number of rats
197that solved the task and the groups are THC (i.e.,
198p) and No-THC (i.e., q). In this case it is 4.5.
199To calculate the odds ratio, the other measure
200of this group presented here is needed to compare
201the odds of certain outcome for each group. The
202formula is as follows:

OR ¼ p= 1� pð Þð Þ= q= 1� qð Þð Þ

203Replacing the values with the above-
204mentioned outcome, we have AU9:

OR ¼ 0:9= 0:1ð Þð Þ= 0:2= 0:8ð Þð Þ ) 36

205If the result of this division were smaller than
206one, then the outcome is more likely in the second
207group. If it is one, then there is no difference. If it
208were larger than one, then the outcome is less
209likely in the second group. In this case, the odds
210ratio is 36, which means that the likelihood of give
211birth to live born rats is minor in the group of rats
212treated with THC.

213Association Measures
214The ES of this family includes measures of asso-
215ciation among two or more variables.
216Pearson’s r (developed in 1896) is probably the
217most known and several of the other members of
218this groups are variations of r. Indicates the degree
219of linear association between two variables and
220ranges from �1 to +1, where |1| means perfect
221association. It must be taken account that the scale
222is not linear (e.g., 0.2 is not twice 0.1). When it is
223squared, we have the coefficient of determination
224used in bivariate regression analysis and indicates
225how much of the variance of one variable can be
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226 attributed to the other. It is measured in terms of
227 percentages.
228 In the context of multiple regression analysis,
229 when one variable can depend on a set of pre-
230 dictors, it is used the coefficient of multiple
231 determination (R2). However, it can be inflated
232 through the sample size and the number of pre-
233 dictors in the model. One alternative developed to
234 deal with this is the adjusted R2.
235 Eta2 or correlation ratio also can correct the
236 resulting inflation of R2, although partially. It is
237 more common in psychology that R2, allowing to
238 know how many of the dependent’s variable var-
239 iance is accounted by the group membership of
240 the subjects. Eta2 is also associated to – one-way –
241 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA; i.e., there are
242 more than two groups).
243 Finally, we present the Cohen’s f. It is used in
244 the context of multiple regression but also in
245 ANOVAS as Eta2. In the last case, it can be
246 considered as an extended version of Cohen’s d
247 and it is used to measure the dispersion of means
248 among three groups or more.

249 Reporting and Interpreting ES

250 Although standardized effect size measure makes
251 easier the processes of meta-analysis and power
252 analysis (for example, Cohen’s d can be trans-
253 formed to Pearson’s r), the literature suggest the
254 use of ES in the original metrics of the variables in
255 the context of primary research. Both may be
256 useful.
257 It may be obvious, but the ES reported must be
258 specified. Also, given the lack of agreement on
259 names for estimates of δ, for example, its
260 suggested to inform how ES was calculated
261 (Appelbaum et al. 2018).

262Additionally, it is recommended to provide a
263confidence interval (Steiger 2004). This allows to
264quantify the accuracy of the point estimate. This
265must be considered when interpreting. The wider
266the confidence interval, less mature is a research
267paradigm. Thus, the research and historical con-
268text must be taken account in the interpretation.

269Cross-References
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